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1994 (inaugural year)

Kirsten Astill, The management of agency problems in New Zealand accounting firms, supervised by Professor David Emanuel

Prenil Balia, Share repurchases: Accounting and market signalling effects, supervised by Professor Mike Bradbury

Wendy Boxall, Share repurchases or dividends: The implications of the New Zealand Companies Act 1993, supervised by Dr Cheryl Cliffe

Bradley Brown, An examination of the pricing differential of the Air New Zealand "A" and "B" shares, supervised by Professor R. G. (Jerry) Bowman

Michael Chin, Fair rates of return and natural monopoly, supervised by Professor David Emanuel

David Copley, The investment opportunity set and corporate policies, supervised by Professor Jilnaught Wong

Michelle Finlayson, A review of the relationship between strategy and accounting control systems, supervised by Dr William Maguire

Amy Fong, The determinants and incentives for voluntary auditor switching, supervised by Dr Ann Neale

Tracy Fromow, Management and employee incentive schemes and firm value: A critical review, supervised by Professor R. G. (Jerry) Bowman

Rachael Gray, Application of agency theory to contracting arrangements in road maintenance, supervised by Dr Paul Rouse

John Jamie, Warrants: A review of theory and empirical testing, supervised by Dr Alastair Marsden

Claire Kirman, The development of environmental accounting, supervised by Dr Chris Guilding

Li, Wai-Yee, The relationship between audit risk and auditor liability, supervised by Dr Ann Neale

Nick Mudge, Accounting for critical strategic resources: Widening the objects of accountability, supervised by Dr Chris Guilding

Matthew Olde, Share repurchases: A literature review and the implications for New Zealand, supervised by Professor Mike Bradbury

Dave Phillips, Capital structure: A comparison of strategies when facing financial distress, supervised by Professor R.G. (Jerry) Bowman
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Jacqui Powell, The costs of quality: A theoretical and empirical investigation, supervised by Dr Chris Guilding

Keston Smith, Earnings management: A literature review, supervised by Professor Jilnaught Wong

Adrienne Walker, A discussion of the draft takeover code, supervised by Professor David Emanuel

Carrick Whitney, Day-of-the-week effects in the New Zealand futures and options exchange: Evidence from the 90-day bank bill futures contract, supervised by Mr Joe Cheung